
Tools of a Useless Man:

1. Slinky Axe- torgue
2. Standard Stoppages - DuChamp
3. Heisenberg Scale (folding rulers-uncertainty)
4. Wonder Bat
5. Swish
6. Duct Tape
7. Bucket Fan
8. Slinky tape measure (relativity)
9. Entropy

The struggle between faith science reason and design

Richard T James Obituary
Field Report from anthropologist 
Original note cards of the useless man
Letter left behind in trunk with items
Single didactic outlining where and how these were found-pure speculation

 “I do not think you can find a reason for everything you make.”
       -Maya Lin

Walter Gropius quote........

Physics principles:
Uncertainty
Relativity
Entropy (order to disorder)

Slinky as “diving rod” bridging science, faith and reason

Pendulum
Reflection SHIMS SWIHS mirror image

DRAFT:

Obituary, Philadelphia Inquirer, 1974:

Richard T. James, inventor of the Slinky™ in 1945 while experimenting with 
tension springs as a naval engineer died this past week.  After building a 
prosperous company with his wife Betty based on the Slinky™, in 1960 he upped 
and left her, his family of six and now debt ridden company for Bolivia 
purportedly with the religious group Wycliffe Bible Translators  In subsequent 
interviews Betty hinted at his philandering ways and profligate spending on what 
she called this “religious cult” which nearly bankrupted their company.  He died in 
relative obscurity and of unknown causes, still in Bolivia, where strange and 
curious items were found in a storage trunk discovered in his sleeping quarters 
with a note attempting to explain his continued but covert experimental and 

inventing ways.  The cryptic notes suggest a man at the precipice.  His search for faith, outwardly secure 
in his religious convictions belied a deeper internal struggle with reason and science, something he could 
only try to resolve through the act of “making” as he described it in these random scribbles found 
alongside these objects.  References to Einstein’s theory of relativity, measuring Heisenberg’s Uncertainty 
Principle, the intricacies of the physics of a baseball swing, alongside a bucket fan, replicated Duchamp”s 
“Standard Stoppages” and seemingly incongruent experiments with use of the Slinky™ only add mystery 
to an already strange American tale.
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